Faraday Discussions 2019
Sponsorship menu

Meetings

Hot-electron science and microscopic processes in plasmonics and catalysis
18-20 February, London, UK
rsc.li/plasmonics-fd2019

Artificial Photosynthesis
25-27 March, Cambridge, UK
rsc.li/photosynthesis-fd2019

Advances in ion spectroscopy: From astrophysics to biology
8-10 April, York, UK
rsc.li/ionspectroscopy-fd2019

Ultrafast Photoinduced Energy and Charge Transfer
8-10 April, Ventura, USA
rsc.li/charge-transfer-fd2019

Challenges in Analysis of Complex Natural Mixtures
13-15 May, Edinburgh, UK
rsc.li/mixtures-fd2019

Understanding and Reconstructing Biointerfaces With 3D Soft Nanolithography
3-5 July, London, UK
rsc.li/soft-lithography-fd2019

Quantum effects in complex systems
11-13 September, Warwick, UK
rsc.li/quantumeffects-fd2019

Physical insights into mechanistic processes in organometallic chemistry
2-4 September, York, UK
rsc.li/organometallic-fd2019

Research & Development Partner £3,000
3 delegate passes, position on webpage as Research & Development Partner, option of a stand
A unique position for each conference, we will introduce our R&D Partner in the welcome speech to highlight their position in this particular area of research. Supporting us to deliver the critically important research that Faraday Discussions are famed for.
*tailored for each partner
Poster prize series sponsor £5,000
Faraday Discussion series sponsor £15,000

Individual meeting options

Exhibitor £900
table-top stand, pop-up banner, logo on webpage and in abstract book. 1 delegate pass

Delegate pack inserts £450
can be literature or a corporate gift we will give to all delegates. Logo on web page

Abstract book sponsor £750
company logo on the front of the abstract book, full page, premium position advert, logo in listing and on web page